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The Honorable Mary Nichols, Chairman 
Mr. James Goldstene, Executive Oflicer 
California Air Resources Board 
100 l I Street 
Sacramento. Califrirnia 95812 

Dear Ms. Nichols and Mr. Goldstene: 

Electronic J<'iling 

Comments Regarding CARB's Proposed Regulation to Implement the California 
Cap-and-Trade Program 

Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments on the Proposed Regulation to Implement the 
California Cap-and-Trade Program (Cap & Trade Regulation). iv!etropolitan Water District of 
Southern California (Metropolitan) has closely followed and participated in the Cap & Trade 
rulemaking process, including the submittal or detailed written comments on the Proposed Draft 
Regulation (PDR) on January 11, 2010 and meeting with California Air Resources Board 
(CARB) staff involved in writing the regulation. Metropolitan recognizes and appreciates the 
hard work of staff at CARB in development of the Cap & Trade Regulation, particularly given 
the short timeframe that was provided. 

Background 

Metropolitan continues to have serious concerns regarding the potential applicability and 
unintended consequences of the Cap & Trade Regulation on Southern California water supplies, 
specifically as it relates to the imported electricity that is used to power Metropolitan·s Colorado 
River Aqueduct (CR.A) Pumping Plants. As the nation's largest provider of drinking water, 
Metropolitan distributes water from the Colorado River and Northern California to 26 member 
agencies (cities and water districts). Metropolitan supplies more than one-half of the water used 
hy nearly 19 million people in the 5,200 square mile coastal plain (Los Angeles. Orange, 
San Diego, Riverside. San Bernardino. and Ventura counties) of Southern California. 
Mctropolitan·s regional water supply and distribution system includes five of the largest drinking 
water treatment facilities in the Cnitcd States. 

i\-1ctropolitan · s missitm is to prnvidc its mernhcr agencies v,ith :1dequatc and reliable supplies of 
hfgh qtwlity \\·nter t() ·i1iL"tl 'f)t\~:<crlt ~frid ·n.iflir~- ·11ccds· i11 ;;in C11vi·n··1flrlieniall)/ and cu.)nomi·caffy 
n::spnnsihk \.Yay, Recognizing the -.;xistence of u nexus betw::en waler and energy supplies< 
\1ctropn!itari s Board of Directors ( Board_i 1-ec:.:ntl:,. ad~,rtcd Energy \1anagcment Pniicies (.s~c 

anacht?<..'i} which scrn: as ri hiucprint to hdp cnsurt.~ energy rdiahility :md efficiency, and 
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protection oftbe environment over the next :o years and bevond. Metropolitan has implemented 
a l megawatt (MW) photovol!aic S(>lar project at its Skinner Treatment Plant. and intends to 
invest in an additional 9 MWs of ,;olar projects at its other water treatment facilities. in addition 
to other energy efficiency and conservation projects along the CRA. 

In order to bring Colorado River water to Southern California. Metropoli1an will often directly 
import wholesale energy into California to serve exclusively the electrical pumping requirements 
of the CRA. This wholesale energy is not marketed or resold to other entities: it is used only by 
Metropolitan to bring water into southern California and docs not serve any type of retail load. 
Metropolitan is a water supply agency. not an electric utility. and does not provide electrical 
service to any load other than its CRA pumping plants. The CRA electrical load is tied directly 
to Metropolitan's own high-voltage transmission system that connects to the Western Area 
Pmver Administra!ion·s (WAPA ·s) electrical grid at locations near Hoover Dam in Nevada and 
Parker Dam on the border of California and Arizona. Metropolitan's transmissions system was 
huilt in the 1930s to support the energy requirements of the CRA pumps that were located in a 
remote and isolated area of the Mojave Desert lt is on these lines that Metropolitan tnmsports 
its contractual electricity from the Hoover and Parker Dams on the Colorado River. and 
unspecified wholesale energy purchased from suppliers in the southwest. 

The amount of water Metropolitan conveys through the CRA is highly variable from year to 
year. and subsequently impacts the imported energy requirements. CRA water supply depends 
on such factors as the availability of water from farmland fallowing water conservation measures 
and utilization of water storage programs along the Colorado River. For example from 200 l 
through 2009, water conveyed through the CRA has ranged from approximately 1.25 million 
acre-feet per year (l'v1AF) down to 0.65 MAF per year (1 acre-foot is equal to approximately 
326.000 gallons). The amount of imported electricity during this time varied from a little over 
905.000 Megawatt-hours (MVvb) to zero. 

In June 2009 and 2010, Metropolitan reported its CRA imported energy for calendar years 2008 
and 2009 respectively. under the provisions of the Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Mandatory Reporting 
Rule (MRR) applicable to the electricity marketing sector. Although Metropolitan is in a unique 
situation and is not technically a marketer of electricity. this was the sector category and 
definition that appeared to hest capture Metropolitan as an importer of electricity. Metropolitan 
reported information on its imported electricity from unspecified. non-hydroelectric sources ti:ir 
both years to ensure that CARB was provided the needed data on imported energy consumed in 
California for use in its GllG inventories under the mandates of AB 32. The direct emissions 
from each ofMetropulitan·s facilities. such as drinking water treatment plants. are well below 
the cum:nl reporting threshold of 25,000 metric tons of C02e per vear as well as rhe proposed 
!,J,vi:r r~~rmting thrf:shotd of l 0.000 metric tons of C02e per ;,,-car. As ~w.:h, there \Vas no past or 
anticipated httur::2 reporting_ obligations frir dired cmi$sions. 
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Issues and Concerns 

After re,·iewing the proposed Cap-and-Trade Regulation. Metropolitan has many Gf the same 
is,m1es and concerns previously expressed in its January 2010 comment letter on the PDR. The 
proposed Cap-and-Trade Regulation docs not resolve nor address several key issues that 
'v1ctropolitan raised in its prior comments. These issues include the following: 

1. Applicability of tbc Cap-and-Trade Regulation to Metropolitan 's unique wholesale 
power operations. Metropolitan is a puhlic water utility that purchases energy at 
wholesale and consumes that energy rather than reselling it. Entities wvercd in the Cap
and-Tradc Program are specific industrial facilities that directly emit greenhouse gases. 
and electric investor owned utilities (!OlJs) and electric puhlicly owned utilities (POlJs) 
with retail customers. Th,, Cap-and-Trade Program that CARB has laid out is not 
applicable to a public water utility. such as Metropolitan. Metropolitan is not aware of 
any other regional Cap-and-Trade Programs that capture water utilities under the state
wide limit on GHG emissions (cap). 

Allocation of Free Allowances should be made to Metropolitan. analogous to the 
allocation that will be provided to the electric PO Us and IO Us. if CARB determines that 
Metropolitan is to be included in the cap. F rec allocation solely to electric utilities with 
retail customers and to specified manufacturing facilities is inequitable. unfair, and 
penalizes Metropolitan who huys energy at wholesale and consumes it for its own use for 
critical water deliveries into southern California. 

3. Auction Infrastructure and the Cost of Allowances, as described in the Cap-and-Trade 
Regulation. is overly complicated, administratively burdensome. and does not guarantee 
cost containment for allowances. If Metropolitan is covered under the Cap-and-Trade 
Regulation., as a public entity, it should not have to compete against private sector 
companies or fOlJs for purchase of allowances annually or for each compliance cycle. 
Based on current information on energy usage. Metropolitan estimates that the potential 
costs of purchasing such allowances fi.1r CRA power at auction could range from $1 I 
million to $22 million per year. These numbers will vary greatly depending on the 
amount of electricity Metropolitan must purchase and import to move the available CRA 
water supply and pumping requirements. and the costs of allowances. Metropolitan 
assumes that these costs will increase over time during each successive compliance 
period, as the number of available allowances declines. This cost estimate docs not 
include the fiscal 1mm1,,·1 to Metropolitan from increased retail electricity rates and any 

California Department 
,DWR 

4. Linkage to Western Climate Initiative (WC!) and other Cap-and-Trade Programs is 
mentioned in the Cap-and- Regulation: hc)\vcvcr linkages are not expected to 
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be in pkicc until late 2011. To date. California and New Mexico are the only states who 
intend tn paiticipale in the WCL and New t\lexirn's plans for participation are subject to 

diangc. A California only Cap-and-Trade Program in lieu of a regional program wiil be 
wo restrictive and limited, and should not be implemented until other state partnerships 
are in place. 

5. Offset Credits allowed for 111i1igating CO2 emissions in the PDR were limited to 4%; the 
prnposcd Cap-and-Trade Regulation raises this allowable percentage to 8%. 
Additionally. there are only four offset protocols that CARB is currently C()nsidcring for 
approval. As the number of available allowances declines. there will be increased need 
for additional and creative offset projects both inside and outside California. Therefore, 
more flexibility needs to be built into this aspect of the Cap-and-Trade Regulation. as 
well as an expedited approval process for new offset protocols. 

Recommendations and Requests 

Metropolitan is proposing several recommendations to resolve its two critical concerns: ( l) 
whether Metropolitan should be considered a "covered entity" for imported electricity under the 
Cap-and-Trade Regulation. and (2) that Metropolitan should receive free allowances. if it is 
included. Metropolitan acknowledges that the definition of electricity importer covers both 
marketers and retail providers. and that the current proposed definition of marketers covers 
Metropolitan. However. Metropolitan is not a true marketer of ekctricity. as the term is typically 
used. Metropolitan only imports energy for the purpose or serving its own load on the CRA and 
not to "market" or resell this energy. 

Metropolitan proposes a revision of the definition of marketer in Section 95802(a) ( 113) as 
follows: 

"Marketer means a purchasing-selling entity that takes title to wholesale electricity 
for the purpose of resale and is not a retail provider .. , 

This change would clarif:, that Metropolitan is not intended to b<.: included in the Cap-and-Trade 
Program. llo"cver. this modification would not affect the inclusion of the other entities that 
CARB sraff has identifi,,d for coverage under the regulation, nor \\Ould it impact the 
requirements that apply to these cowred entities. Metropolitan ,,ould continue to submit annual 
reports of its imported electricity under the MRR provisions to ensure that these data arc 
included in the state· s GllG inventories. although Metropolitan would not be subject to the Cap
and-Tradc Regulation. This is 11-ktrnpolit,m 's prdem:d a!tanati\.c: to r<:solw this concc:m. 

Ir C'r\_J{B is nt1_t _a1,ne,_1t;tble liJ _ d1is _pr,tlpose<.i_ d~fi_n!Jitlnai_ <hmlgl~ ~md \tct:r()potjtan. is_ ddcnnincd. to 
be c,,n:rcd under the stale\\idc cap_ then Mctrnpolitan shc>tild nxciH: free c1llm,ancc, as \\ill h: 
provided to the electric POl.:s and to the !Olls. lfbnth sectors arc regulated. there is no valid 
basis for treating the electric and \\a!Cr sectors differently with respect to al!oc,nion of free 
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allowances. Like Metropolitan, the electric distribution utilities (FDUs) buy wlwksale energy to 
serve load. The major difference is that these utilities serve elet:iric customers at retail while 
l'vktropo!it:m consumes the energy it purchases, and p,1sscs the costs along to its memhcr 
agencies, the downstream water customers. In order to address costs, CARB is providing free 
allowances to utilities that buy energy at wholesale and have a retail custtlmcr base. This 
penalizes utilities that buy energy at wholesale and consume it These utilities then must pass the 
cost on to downstream customers. 

There are important differences between water utilities and electric utilities in terms of how 
wholesale ekctric costs are ultimately allocated, but these differences should not result in 
inequitable treatment of the water sector. In the electric sector, IO Us and PO Us purchase 
wholesale power and resell it to retail electrie customers. Prnvidiug these entities with free 
allowances enables them to directly offset AB 32 compliance costs imposed on their retail 
customers. By contrast Metropolitan purchases wholesale power for its own operations. Since 
Metropolitan does not have retail water customers, it passes all wholesale power costs, including 
any costs associated with AB 32 compliance, along to its member agencies. The member 
agencies in turn then pass the costs along to their retail water customers. Since CARB is not 
proposing to provide free allowances to retail water utilities; the only way that end-use water 
customers can be protected from the allowance related costs associated with AB 32 compliance 
is to allocate free allowances to wholesale water providers, such as Metropolitan. 

Another difference is that the electric POUs and IOUs are subject to the recently adopted 
Renewable Electricity Standard (RES) requirements. Although Metropolitan. as a water utility, 
is not subject to these standards, our Board adopted Energy Management Policies that call for an 
increase in Metropolitan ·s use of renewable energy, such as the installation of solar facilities. 
Per CARB's Initial Statement of Reasons (!SOR). II-4, "'The allocation design will reward those 
who have inves!ed in energy efficiency and GHG emissions reduction. and will encourage 
continued investment in dean and cflicient technologies in the future." Metropolitan' s Energy 
Management Program demonstrates its commitment for continued investment in energy efficient 
and renewable technologies. Additionally, Metropolitan and other water utilities will haw their 
own sector specific direct costs and requirements under the AB 32 Scoping Plan WET-CAT 
measures. as well as other water conservation efforts, including the reduction of per capita water 
use of20% by the year 2020. 

Metropolitan recognizes that climate change will have signi ft cant adverse impacts on many 
aspects of water resource management. including h:,dmlogy, \Hiter storage. v,ater ,upplies. water 
demand, hydroelectric generation, and "ater conYeyance systems. Metropolitan acknt,wledges 
the need t(w both adaptation and n1itigation rneasures to address clim:atc change. and applauds 
C.f\RB's work in pr,ldm·ing the AB 32 Scoping Plan dnd ass,,ciated impkm<entation measures to 
ad<lrl'.ss the air qua! iiy ,n1i_tigatio,1_ as_pects. 

Because of the significance of the prup,i:;cd Cap-and- rradc Rc14ulmion un California clccrricitv 
imports aud on water supply costs in the state, we \\ould ht: pleased to med with ,,,u 10 discuss 
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our cornments and concerns~ and to gain clarificatiiJn and mutual agreement hefore the regulation 
is finalized for implementation. We look fi:,rward to continuing to work with CARB. other 
applicable n:gulatory agencies, and affected stakeholders to reach mutually benclicial solutions 
to these important environmental issues that affect California's water supply, air qualitv, and 
economy. 

!) u 
Attachment 
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At its meeting on August 17, 2010, Metropolitan's board of directors adopted the 
following Energy Management policies to: 1) contain costs and reduce 
Metropoliian's exposure to energy price volatility; 2) increase operational 
reliability by implementing renewable energy projects; 3) provide a revenue 
stream to offset energy costs; and, 4) move Metropolitan toward energy 
independence through, for example, maximization of power production 
faoilities and energy contracts for direct use by Metropolitan. These policies ore 
consistent with Metropolitan's goal to balance long-term reliability with cost 
control, with the added benefit of reducing Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions. 
The specific policies adopted by the board are: 

Water/Energy Nexus: Identify collaborative programs and initiatives between 
the water and energy industries, constructing sustainable partnerships to reduce 
costs and provide enhanced reliability. 

Regulatory: Track federal and state greenhouse gas regulations and develop 
strategies to hedge against price and regulatory risks towards Metropolitan, 

legislation: Pursue legislation to protect or enhance reliability of energy supply 
and mitigate energy cost risk, 

Contracts: Maintain maximum flexibi!ity on existing and future contracts with 
Hoover and other energy contracts to hedge against cost and regulatory risks. 

Projects/Partnerships: Pursue cost-effective renewable energy projects and 
partnerships to hedge against energy price increases and regulatory risks, while 
reducing Metropolitan' s carbon footprint. 

Revenue Stream: Pursue revenue stream renewable energy facilities on 
operational !ands to assist in cost containment. 

Economic & Environmental Stewardship: Based on projected economic and 
regulatory conditions, de\..'e!op cost-effective progiorns; projects and initiatives 
to cont_ro!_operationa! costs and rnove 1\/iefropoiiton 'fowords energy 
independence. Implementation of proposed Energy lvlanagement Plan 
activities would result in substantial reductions in GHG emissions. 
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Energy Management Updates: Staff will return to the Board on a regular basis to 
report on progress on the Energy Management Master Plan and the suitability of 
these policies, in light of changing regulatory and economic conditions, 


